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We study the dynamics of double occupations in a strongly interacting, periodically driven Fermi-
Hubbard model using ultracold, fermionic atoms in an optical lattice and the nonequilibrium ex-
tension of dynamical mean field theory. Ramping up the amplitude and varying the frequency of
the drive we demonstrate the validity of the effective static Hamiltonian description in the far off-
resonant regime and its breakdown due to energy absorption closer to the resonance. In the case of
near-resonant driving, we investigate the effect of the driving amplitude and detuning as well as the
adiabaticity of the switching into a state with effectively reduced interaction. A good agreement
between experiment and theory is found in both regimes, which establishes a high level of control
in the quantum simulations and the predictive power of the numerical approach.
Quantum simulation exploits the high degree of control
over a quantum system, such as ultracold atoms, to study
many-body effects which are difficult to predict analyt-
ically or numerically [1–4]. One of the target systems
in the condensed matter context is the Fermi-Hubbard
model, which captures essential effects of electronic cor-
relations in solids. For equilibrium properties, cold atom
simulators and powerful numerical techniques provide ac-
cess to temperature regimes, where nontrivial quantum
correlations start to emerge. These methods have been
successfully benchmarked against each other and used to
reveal the physics of the model [5–11]. Exposing such cor-
related lattice models to a periodic driving force creates a
broad range of interesting effects [12, 13]. Applications of
this so-called Floquet engineering concept range from the
coherent control of high-temperature superconductors by
intense laser fields [14, 15] to the realization of topologi-
cal phases in cold atomic systems [13, 16]. The nonequi-
librium nature of these effects however pushes quantum
simulators and numerical methods to their limits, where
a direct comparison demands exceptionally high control
over experimental parameters and a sufficient accuracy
of the numerical methods. Here, we address this chal-
lenge of an experiment-theory comparison for the driven
Fermi-Hubbard model on a three-dimensional lattice.
The properties of periodically driven systems are often
described in terms of an effective Floquet Hamiltonian,
which is static and can be derived from high-frequency
expansions or time-dependent Schrieffer-Wolff transfor-
mations [17–20]. However, these expansions are only use-
ful if there exists a hierarchy of energy scales which makes
it possible to neglect higher order terms. Furthermore,
a realistic description of a Floquet-engineered state must
take into account the possibly non-thermal energy distri-
bution in the system as well as the switch-on procedure
and the continuous energy absorption from the periodic
drive [18, 21–24]. In experiments, unwanted excitation
processes are induced by the driving [25–30] or by fluctu-
ations of static parameters [31]. In addition, because of
the limited information on the nature of the driven states,
it is desirable to benchmark the observations in regimes
where no effective description or analog static system ex-
ists [32–35]. A theoretical formalism which captures the
full time evolution is the nonequilibrium dynamical mean
field theory (DMFT) [36–38]. This method has been
used to study a broad range of nonequilibrium set-ups
in single-band [38] and multi-band [39] Hubbard models,
and to interpret pump-probe experiments on correlated
solids at a qualitative level [40]. However, there have
been very limited attempts to assess the accuracy of this
method for the nonequilibrium dynamics in the realistic
case of finite-dimensional lattices [41].
In this paper we investigate the driven Fermi-Hubbard
model
Hˆ(t) = −
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
Jijc
†
iσcjσ + U
∑
i
nˆi↑nˆi↓ + E(t)
∑
i,σ
xinˆiσ
(1)
on a three-dimensional hexagonal lattice structure in
the strongly correlated regime. Here cˆ†iσ and nˆiσ are
the fermionic creation and number operators at site
i = (ix, iy, iz) in spin-state σ =↑, ↓, respectively. The
nearest neighbor 〈i, j〉 tunneling rate is denoted by Jij,
the onsite interaction by U and the time-periodic driving
field in the x direction by E(t), with xi = 〈xˆ〉i the x-
position of the Wannier function on site i. We reveal the
dynamics of this model through a systematic compari-
son between cold atom experiments and nonequilibrium
DMFT (Fig. 1a). Our study covers the off-resonant and
near-resonant driving regimes, which are described by
different effective Hamiltonians, see Fig. 1b.
Experimentally, the model is implemented using a de-
generate fermionic 40K cloud with N = 35(3)×103 atoms
[42] loaded into a three-dimensional optical lattice with
hexagonal geometry [43]. Two equally populated mag-
netic sublevels of the F = 9/2 hyperfine manifold mimic
the interacting spin up and down particles moving in the
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FIG. 1. (a) Experiment: Three-dimensional hexagonal struc-
ture in a trapping potential. The driving is applied in the x
direction. Theory: DMFT mapping of the lattice system to
an effective impurity problem. It is characterized by the hy-
bridization function ∆(t, t′), which mimics the hopping of par-
ticles to neighboring sites in the lattice system. (b) Schematic
illustration of the different effective Hamiltonians. In the off-
resonant regime (~Ω U, J), the interaction U is unaffected
while the hopping parameter J is renormalized. In the near-
resonant regime (~Ω ≈ U  J), the interactions are reduced
to U − ~Ω and the hopping parameter depends on whether
or not the tunneling process changes the number of doubly
occupied sites. (c) DMFT simulations of the double occupa-
tion D in the off-resonant and near-resonant regimes. As in
the experiment, the driving field (E(t)) is ramped up linearly
during a period tramp and D is measured just after the ramp
and averaged over one period of the excitation (T = 2pi
Ω
).
lowest band of the lattice. The time-periodic field in
Eq. (1) is realized with a piezoelectric actuator moving
the retroreflecting mirror of the lattice such that the x
position of the lattice is sinusoidally modulated [42]. It
can be written as E(t) = mAΩ2 sin(Ωt), where A is the
displacement amplitude, m the mass of the atoms and
Ω the angular driving frequency. A crossed dipole trap
forms an overall harmonic confinement on top of the pe-
riodic potential generated by the lattice beams. The re-
sulting atomic density distribution can be estimated for
an independently determined entropy [42].
On the theory side the same model is studied using
nonequilibrium DMFT [36–38] (for details of the imple-
mentation, see [44]). DMFT is based on a self-consistent
mapping to a quantum impurity model [Fig. 1(a)] and
a local self-energy approximation, which becomes exact
in the limit of infinite dimensions [45, 46]. The periodic
driving is incorporated by a Peierls factor in the hop-
ping terms [38]. To solve the impurity problem, we use
the non-crossing (NCA) and one-crossing (OCA) approx-
imations [47–49]. It turns out that NCA is sufficient to
describe the system in the present study [44]. The local
density approximation (LDA) is employed to take into
account the inhomogeneity of the cold atom system, i.e.,
we simulate the dynamics of homogeneous systems with
different fillings and compute the average over the exper-
imentally determined density distribution [42, 44]. The
comparison between theory and experiment is thus lim-
ited to timescales which are short enough that there is no
significant redistribution of atoms within the trap [34].
The many-body dynamics can be captured by mea-
suring the fraction of atoms on doubly occupied sites
D = 2/N∑i 〈nˆi↑nˆi↓〉 [42, 44]. This observable indicates
how the nature of the state changes when the effective
on-site interaction changes or the system is driven in or
out of strongly correlated regions. The value of D is av-
eraged over the spatially inhomogeneous system and one
driving cycle to distinguish the effective dynamics from
micromotion [35, 50]. Theoretical plots illustrating the
full time-evolution of D and the measurement protocol
are shown in Fig. 1c.
In the off-resonant case ~Ω U,W , with W = 2Jx +
4(Jy + Jz) denoting the free-fermion bandwidth, a high-
frequency expansion to lowest order yields the effective
Hamiltonian [51, 52]
Hˆeffoff−res =− JxJ0(K0)
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
cˆ†iσ cˆjσ
− Jy,z
∑
〈i,j〉y,z,σ
cˆ†iσ cˆjσ + U
∑
i
nˆi↓nˆi↑. (2)
This corresponds to a static Hubbard model with hop-
ping in the x direction renormalized by the zeroth-order
Bessel function J0(K0) [32, 33] which depends on the
dimensionless driving amplitude K0 = mAΩdx/~; dx de-
notes the distance of two neighboring sites in the x di-
rection. If we lower the driving frequency, higher order
corrections to Eq. (2) have to be taken into account and
reliable information on the evolution of the state can only
be obtained by the combination of quantum simulations
and time-dependent DMFT calculations.
For U/W = 1.1(1) we compare experimental (Fig. 2a)
and theoretical (Fig. 2b) data for different drive frequen-
cies in the off-resonant regime to first validate the effec-
tive Hamiltonian description according to Eq. (2). We
prepare an initial state with D = 0.08(5) [42, 53] and
ramp up the modulation in different times tramp to the
final strength (K0 = 1.68(2)) before D is measured. If
the effective Hamiltonian description would be exact, D
is expected to be suppressed because U/Jeff increases.
This is verified by data taken in static lattices at the
same entropy, with the hopping set once to the prepara-
tion parameter (Jx, green) and once to the effective value
(Jeffx = JxJ0(K0), orange). Theoretically, the same ref-
erence line for Jx/h = 81(12) Hz is estimated by the
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FIG. 2. Off-resonant driving in the Fermi-Hubbard model at
U/h = 0.75(3) kHz and W/h = 0.71(7) kHz. Experimental
(a) and DMFT (b) data display D measured after ramping up
the drive on different timescales. At large detunings (trian-
gles) D is suppressed, whereas an increase is observed when
~Ω ' U + W (squares). Solid lines show data taken in an
undriven system. The upper and lower lines are reference
values for holding in the initial (Jx/h = 193(34) Hz) and fi-
nal lattice (Jeffx /h = 81(13) Hz). The red line displays data
taken after ramping the lattice depth from Jx to J
eff
x to mimic
the driven data. The dashed red line indicates the saturation
value reached at tramp = 5 ms. Data in the shaded area of
(a) is influenced by residual dynamics during detection and
the finite bandwidth of the piezoelectric actuator. Error bars
in (a) denote the standard error for 5 measurements and in
(b) reflect the uncertainty of the entropy estimation in the
experiment [42].
adiabatic ramp of the hopping from Jx/h = 193(32) Hz
[53]. In the experiment, the system is only prepared in
a locally equilibrated state leading to a gradual increase
in D associated with the global redistribution at times
beyond this study [42].
To test the validity of the effective Hamiltonian (2)
we also simulate undriven systems in which the hopping
amplitude is changed in time by a protocol which mimics
the ramp-up of the driving amplitude K0 in the effec-
tive Hamiltonian (red lines) [34, 35]. For the large (off-
resonant) driving frequencies, both theoretical and ex-
perimental results follow the trend of the effective Hamil-
tonian dynamics, and agree on the adiabatic time scale
(∼ 1 ms) for reaching the equilibrium reference value (in
(a)) or the saturation value (in (b)). In addition, the
theoretical results show that the effective description is
valid even when tramp is comparable to a single cycle
((2pi)/Ω = 0.2 to 0.33 ms) of the modulation [21, 53].
By lowering the frequency of the drive we explore for
which frequencies Eq. (2) still provides a good descrip-
tion of the system [53]. At Ω/2pi= 1.5 kHz the frequency
is larger than U and W but comparable to U+W , which
is the naively expected maximum energy of a doublon
excitation in the system. In this non-trivial regime both
theory and experiment consistently predict a break-down
of the effective description. Here D is strongly enhanced
at short ramp times, and then decreases before increasing
again. Experimentally, times below 0.1 ms are difficult to
access because of the finite bandwidth of the piezoelectric
actuator and the detection time. From the theoretically
obtained single particle spectrum one can see that direct
excitations of doublons are possible because the band-
width is broadened by the interaction [53]. This is most
pronounced at short times as the effective bandwidth de-
creases due to the driving at longer times. Since the
number of coupled states changes rapidly with driving
frequency, D is very sensitive to Ω in this regime. The
mismatch of D between theory and experiment can be
attributed to a systematic error in the experimental esti-
mation of the density distribution, Hubbard parameters
and entropy as well as equilibration dynamics [42, 53].
One of the strengths of Floquet engineering is the cre-
ation of effective Hamiltonians with new terms which are
difficult to realize in static systems. An example in the
strong coupling regime is the near-resonantly driven sys-
tem (J  U ' ~Ω), for which the effective Hamiltonian
becomes [20, 35, 54, 55]
Hˆeffres = −Jx
∑
i∈A,σ
j=i+ex
[(
J0(K0)aˆijσ + J1(K0)bˆijσ
)
cˆ†iσ cˆjσ
+H.c.]− Jy,z
∑
〈i,j〉y,z,σ
aˆij,σ cˆ
†
iσ cˆjσ + (U − ~Ω)
∑
i
nˆi↓nˆi↑,
(3)
as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1b. In com-
parison to the static Hubbard model, the interaction
is modified to the detuning from the drive U eff =
U − ~Ω. The tunneling processes can be separated
into two classes: (i) single particle tunneling processes
which keep the number of double occupancies constant[
aˆijσ = (1− nˆiσ)(1− nˆjσ) + nˆiσnˆjσ and ↑ =↓
]
, such that
the interaction energy is irrelevant, and (ii) tunneling
process which increases or decreases the double occu-
pancy by one unit [bˆijσ = −(1− nˆiσ)nˆjσ + nˆiσ(1− nˆjσ)].
Since one opposite spin particle is involved in the latter
process it is a density-dependent hopping [35, 50, 56–
58]. This term makes Hˆeffres fundamentally different from
a static Hubbard model.
In one set of measurements (Fig. 3a (experiment) and
3b (theory)) we initialize the cloud in a strongly interact-
ing state (U/W = 2.9(3)) and ramp up the modulation
while setting the frequency equal to the interaction U .
For different driving strengths K0 we measure the change
of D for increasing ramp times [42, 59]. From Eq. (3),
it is expected that the doublon creation rate scales with
JxJ1(K0) [59]. In the static case (green) the suppressed
D reflects the strongly correlated regime. In the driven
system a finite density-dependent term and reduced ef-
fective interactions result in an increase of D. We find
good agreement between theory and experiment. Both
show the theoretically predicted creation of D scaling as
J1(K0) averaged over the ramp-up in K0 (see theoreti-
cal analysis in [59]). At longer times (tramp > 10 ms),
beyond the reach of nonequilibrium DMFT, D keeps in-
creasing which can be caused by trap induced dynamics.
The following decrease at 300 ms is influenced by atom
loss indicating excitation of atoms to higher bands caused
by absorption of energy from the drive [42].
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FIG. 3. Near-resonant driving in the Fermi-Hubbard model
for Jx,y,z/h = [200(50), 100(10), 100(10)] Hz. Experimentally
measured (a) and theoretically simulated (b) D for different
ramp times and driving strengths at resonance (Ω/(2pi) = 3.5
kHz, U/h = 3.5(1) kHz). Dynamics beyond tramp = 10 ms are
influenced by trap effects and for tramp =300 ms by heating
[42] and is not considered in DMFT. Panels (c) and (d) show
D versus ramp time for different interactions U , chosen sym-
metrically around the resonance (U/h = 3.5 kHz), while the
drive parameters are fixed (K0 = 1.44(2), Ω/2pi = 3.5 kHz).
Error bars are the same as in Fig. 2.
In another set of measurements shown in Fig. 3c (ex-
perimental) and 3d (theory), we fix the strength (K0 =
1.44(2)) and drive frequency (Ω/2pi = 3.5 kHz) but
change the interaction U symmetrically around the res-
onance (U/h = 3.5 kHz) [42, 59]. The far detuned data
(U/h = 2.5 kHz and 4.5 kHz) show very low excitations
of D for shorter ramp times, whereas in the near resonant
cases finite excitation rates appear. Experimentally, the
curves at U/h = 3 kHz and U/h = 4 kHz have a com-
parable excitation rate to the resonant case, but a lower
saturation value for U/h = 4 kHz indicates an asymmetry
of the absorption with respect to the resonance frequency.
In the DMFT data this asymmetry is already reflected in
the creation rates and can be explained by looking at the
single particle spectrum of the initial many-body state
[59]. Below half-filling, the population in the lower Hub-
bard band accumulates at lower energies, which results
in a better overlap of coupled states for ~Ω > U com-
pared to ~Ω < U . Overall, we find almost quantitative
agreement between theory and experiment apart from the
U/h = 4 kHz case where the results are very sensitive to
the exact Hubbard parameters which is not represented
in the error bar of the theoretical calculation. The longer
ramp times (tramp > 10 ms), only measured in the ex-
periment, reveal a first increase in D for all detunings
followed by a decrease for small detunings. This dynam-
ics is again resulting from trap induced effects, technical
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FIG. 4. Adiabaticity of near-resonant driving. Experi-
mentally (a) and theoretically (b) obtained data measur-
ing D after ramping up the modulation in 10 ms and
down again in a near-resonantly driven Fermi-Hubbard model
(Jx,y,z/h = [190(34), 100(7), 100(7)] Hz, Ω/(2pi) = 3.5 kHz,
K0 = 1.44(2)). The data is taken for different detunings ver-
sus the ramp-down time. Arrows on the y-axis indicate the
reference values before ramping down the driving strength
and the green solid line shows the undriven value. No decay
of D is observed. Error bars are only shown for experimental
data indicating a standard error for 5 measurements.
heating and coupling to higher bands [34, 42].
In the last set of measurements we investigate if the
Floquet many-body state in the near-resonantly driven
system can be reached adiabatically. Again we prepare
the system in a strongly interacting regime and ramp
up the drive in 10 ms. After holding for 100 µs we ramp
down the modulation before D is measured. For different
ramp-down times we test if D returns to the initial value,
which would suggest perfect adiabaticity [42]. The data
presented in Fig. 4 shows results for various ramp-down
times and three different detunings. D does not revert to
the initial value for all ramp speeds, i.e., with this ramp
protocol, reaching the Floquet state on the timescales
considered in this study is an irreversible process [35].
The DMFT simulations reproduce this non-adiabaticity
for the same protocol, which makes it clear that the ir-
reversibility is inherent to the driven system and not re-
lated to experimental imperfections. A more sophisti-
cated protocol, with which adiabaticity has been restored
in a double-well setup [50], shows a clear decrease of D
with respect to the simple protocol [42]. Theoretical data
taken at half-filling (no averaging over different fillings)
predicts a similar relative decrease in D [59].
In this work we combined quantum simulations and
DMFT calculations to demonstrate that these methods
are versatile tools for the study of driving-induced effects
in strongly correlated lattice systems. In the off-resonant
regime, the break-down of the effective Hamiltonian de-
scription with decreasing Ω has been investigated and
connected to the broadening of the spectral functions
and increasing energy absorption. In the near-resonant
regime, we revealed a relation between the doublon cre-
ation rate and the density-dependent hopping in the ef-
fective Hamiltonian and discussed the origin of the asym-
metry in the detuning, as well as the non-adiabaticity of
the process. In a broader context, the capabilities demon-
strated here are relevant in connection with pump-probe
5experiments in solid state physics, since a basic under-
standing of the dynamic processes in these complex sys-
tems may be gained from the study of appropriate model
Hamiltonians [35, 38]. In both, experiment and theory,
different model Hamiltonians can be realized including a
fully tunable Heisenberg and t− J model [35, 60, 61] or
anyonic Hubbard models and dynamical gauge fields re-
sulting from occupation dependent Peierls phases [54, 62–
67].
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7Supplemental material
I. NONEQUILIBRIUM DMFT SIMULATIONS
A. Model
We consider the three-dimensional hexagonal lattice il-
lustrated in Fig. S1, which is characterized by the primi-
tive vectors (a1,a2 and a3). The unit cell consists of two
sites (A, B sublattices) and in the following we denote the
position of a site in cell i and sublattice α by ri,α. The
position of a cell is specified by ri = ri,α−r0,α, which can
be expressed as ri = i1a1+i2a2+i3a3, where iw ∈ Z. The
corresponding primitive vectors of the reciprocal lattice
are introduced as usual, for example, b1 = 2pi
a2×a3
a1·(a2×a3) .
Considering a lattice system consisting of Lw unit cells
for each aw-direction with periodic boundary conditions
in each direction, we can introduce discretized momen-
tum vectors in the reciprocal space as
kl =
l1
L1
b1 +
l2
L2
b2 +
l3
L3
b3, (S1)
with l = (l1, l2, l3) and lw = 0, 1, · · ·Lw − 1, such that
kl · ri = 2pi
∑
w
iwlw
Lw
. The electron creation operators in
momentum space are defined as
cˆ†kl,α,σ =
1√
N
∑
i
eikl·ri cˆ†ri,α,σ, (S2)
where N = L1L2L3 and σ the spin. With these, the
kinetic part of the Hamiltonian for this lattice can be
written as
Hˆ0(t) =
∑
k,σ
[
cˆ†k,A,σ cˆ
†
k,B,σ
]
hˆk(t)
[
cˆk,A,σ
cˆk,B,σ
]
, (S3a)
hˆk(t) =
[ −2J⊥ cos(k · a3) −J∗||(t)− J⊥(eik·a2 + 1)e−ik·a1
−J||(t)− J⊥(e−ik·a2 + 1)eik·a1 −2J⊥ cos(k · a3)
]
. (S3b)
Here J|| = Jx and J⊥ = Jy = Jz in the main text. The
effect of the external field along the x-axis is taken into
account through the Peierls substitution
−J||(t) = −J|| exp
[
− iqA(t) · (a1 − 12a2)
]
. (S4)
The vector potential A(t) is related to the electric field
by E(t) = −~∂tA(t). In the present study we choose
q = 1 and |a1 − 12a2| = dx and apply the field along
a1 − 12a2 (≡ ex). The strength and time-dependence of
the field are the same as in the experiment,
E(t) =
K0
dx
· ~Ω Framp(t; tramp) sin(Ωt),
(S5a)
Framp(t; tramp) =
{
t/tramp t ∈ [0, tramp]
1 t > tramp
. (S5b)
Before we proceed, we introduce a useful expression of
the kinetic term. Assuming that the ramp is over or slow
enough that the change of the field amplitude is negligi-
ble on the timescale of the oscillations, we can express
the vector potential as A(t) = K0 cos(Ωt)ex. Expanding
Eq. (S4) into harmonics one obtains
Hˆ0(t) = −J⊥
∑
〈i,j〉y,z,σ
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ − J||J0(K0)
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ
− J||
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
∑
n∈Z,n6=0
ein
pi
2 Jn(K0ex · rij)einΩtcˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ.
(S6)
Here i and j indicate sites regardless of the sublattice, i.e.
they denote cell and sublattice indices.
The total Hamiltonian consists of Hˆ0(t), the chemi-
cal potential term and the interaction term: Hˆtot(t) =
Hˆ0(t) − µNˆ + Hint. In our case, the interaction term
is the local Hubbard term, Eq. (1) in the main text.
In the theoretical study, we use Jx/h = 200 Hz as the
unit of energy and choose Jy, Jz, U and Ω accord-
ing to the experiment. The systems considered in this
study are in the strongly-correlated regime. We solve
the model with single-site DMFT, using a perturbative
strong-coupling impurity solver (see the next section). It
turns out that (L1, L2, L3)=(6, 6, 6) is large enough to
reach convergence in the systems size.
B. Single-site DMFT
In order to simulate the time-evolution of the Fermi-
Hubbard model on the three-dimensional hexagonal lat-
tice we employ single-site DMFT. For this, we define the
8x
z
y
J||
J?
J?
~a1
~a2
~a3
FIG. S1. Schematic picture of the three-dimensional hexago-
nal lattice. Red and blue circles correspond to A, B sublat-
tices, respectively.
Green’s functions in real space and momentum space as
Gij,αβ(t, t
′) = −i〈TC cˆri,α,σ(t)cˆ†rj ,β,σ(t′)〉, (S7a)
Gˆk(t, t
′) = −i
〈
TC
[
cˆk,A,σ(t)
cˆk,B,σ(t)
] [
cˆ†k,A,σ(t
′) cˆ†k,B,σ(t
′)
]〉
,
(S7b)
where C indicates the Kadanoff-Baym (KB) contour and
TC is the contour ordering operator [38]. Here we omit-
ted the spin index on the left hand side assuming spin
symmetry of the system. Within single-site DMFT, we
assume a local self-energy on each sublattice,
Σij,αβ(t, t
′) = δi,jδα,βΣα(t, t′). (S8)
Under this assumption, the Green’s functions in momen-
tum space can be calculated as
Gˆk(t, t
′) = [(i~∂tIˆ + µIˆ − hˆk(t))δC(t, t′)− Σˆ(t, t′)]−1,
(S9)
with δC the delta-function on the KB contour,
Σˆ(t, t′) =
[
ΣA(t, t
′) 0
0 ΣB(t, t
′)
]
,
and the local Green’s functions is
Gii,αα(t, t
′) =
1
N
∑
k
Gk,αα(t, t
′). (S10)
In DMFT, the self-energies Σα are evaluated by intro-
ducing an effective impurity problem for each sublattice,
Simp,α = i
∫
C
dtdt′
∑
σ
d†σ(t)G−1α (t, t′)dσ(t′)
− i
∫
C
dtHint(t), (S11a)
G−1α (t, t′) = (i~∂t + µ)δC(t, t′)−∆α(t, t′), (S11b)
where d† corresponds to the creation operator of the elec-
tron on the impurity site, the noninteracting impurity
Green’s functions Gα, or equivalently the hybridization
0 1 2 3
t (ms)
0.05
0.10
0.15
D
(a) Ω/2pi=1500Hz,OCA
Ω/2pi=1500Hz,NCA
Ω/2pi=5000Hz,OCA
Ω/2pi=5000Hz,NCA
0 1 2
t (ms)
0.0
0.1
0.2
D
(b) OCA
NCA
FIG. S2. Comparison of D obtained using NCA and OCA
in the off-resonant regime (a) and the near-resonant regime
(b). For the off-resonant regime, we use Jx/h = 200 Hz,
Jy/h = Jz/h = 40 Hz, U/h = 750 Hz, K0 = 1.43 and tramp =
1.0 ms. For the near-resonant regime, we use Jx/h = 200 Hz,
Jy/h = Jz/h = 100 Hz, U/h = Ω/(2pi) = 3500 Hz, K0 = 1.43,
and tramp = 1.0 ms.
functions ∆α, play the role of dynamical mean fields. The
interacting (spin-independent) impurity Green’s function
is related to the impurity self-energy Σimp,α by
Gimp,α(t, t
′) = [G−1α (t, t′)− Σimp,α(t, t′)]−1. (S12)
In the DMFT self-consistency loop, the dynamical mean
fields are determined such that Σimp,α = Σα and
Gimp,α(t, t
′) = Gii,αα(t, t′). (S13)
Once convergence is reached we thus obtain the lattice
self-energy by calculating the impurity self-energy.
To solve the impurity problem, we mainly employ the
non-crossing approximation (NCA), which is the lowest
order expansion in the hybridization function and should
be good in the strong coupling regime [49]. It is known
that this approximation starts to deviate from numeri-
cally exact results in the intermediate-coupling regime at
low temperatures, where the one-order higher expansion
(one-crossing approximation, OCA) provides important
corrections [49] at the cost of a much higher computa-
tional expense. In Fig. S2, we compare the results for
D from NCA and OCA implementations for some repre-
sentative off-resonant and near-resonant conditions. The
results show that for the interactions and temperatures
considered in this study, NCA and OCA yield quantita-
tively almost the same results (the difference is at most
5%), which justifies the use of NCA in the analysis.
C. Observables
The density of particles is calculated as
n(ri, t) =
1
2
∑
α=A,B
∑
σ=↑,↓
〈nˆri,α,σ(t)〉. (S14)
In the present study, we focus on the double occupation,
nd(ri, t) =
1
2
∑
α=A,B
〈nˆri,α,↑(t)nˆri,α,↓(t)〉, (S15)
9which is averaged over the sublattices. In each DMFT
simulation, a homogenous system is considered, hence
the DMFT results show no dependence on ri. By run-
ning simulations for different chemical potentials at the
experimentally estimated temperature (IV I), we obtain
the double occupation as a function of the density of par-
ticles, which we express as nd[n; t].
In the experiment, the system is inhomogeneous
because of the trapping potential, and the double-
occupation (D) is measured as the number of doubly oc-
cupied sites normalized by the total number of particles.
In order to capture the effect of this inhomogeneous set-
up, we employ the local density approximation. Namely,
we average the results of DMFT simulations for homoge-
neous systems using the experimental density profile:
D =
∫
2nd(r)dxdydz∫
n(r)dxdydz
, (S16)
where r = (x, y, z). This procedure is justified on
timescales which are short enough that the redistribu-
tion of atoms in the trap can be neglected, which is the
case here.
In DMFT, one can evaluate the equilibrium local spec-
tral function
Aloc(ω) ≡ − 1
2pi
∑
α=A,B
Im
∫
dtrampG
R
ii,αα(tramp)e
iωtramp
(S17)
from the Fourier transform of the equilibrium retarded
Green’s functions. The particle and hole occupation are
N(ω) = Aloc(ω)f(ω), N¯(ω) = Aloc(ω)f¯(ω), (S18)
where f(ω) = 1
1+eβ~ω is the Fermi distribution function
and f¯(ω) = 1− f(ω) for inverse temperature β.
In the nonequilibrium case, we measure the local spec-
tral function as
A(ω; t) ≡ − 1
2pi
∑
α=A,B
Im
∫
dtrampG
R
ii,αα(t, t− tramp)eiωtramp .
(S19)
We also introduce the current operator along the x di-
rection and its current-current response function,
Jˆx = qJ||
∑
k,σ
[
cˆ†k,A,σ(t
′) cˆ†k,B,σ
]
σˆ2
[
cˆk,A,σ
cˆk,B,σ
]
, (S20)
χxx(t, t
′) = −i〈TC Jˆx(t)Jˆx(t′)〉. (S21)
Here σˆ2 is the Pauli matrix. The retarded part of
χxx(t, t
′) is the response function, and the imaginary part
of χRxx(ω) corresponds to the probability of energy ab-
sorption from weak excitation fields. If we neglect the
vertex correction (this is exact in simple lattices such
as cubic and hyper-cubic lattices), χxx(t, t
′) can be ex-
pressed with the single particle Green’s functions as
χxx(t, t
′) = −iq2J2||
∑
k
tr[σˆ2Gˆk(t, t
′)σˆ2Gˆk(t′, t)]. (S22)
This leads to
− 1
pi
Imχxx(Ω) = q
2J2||
∑
k
∫
dωtr[σˆ2Aˆk(ω + Ω)σˆ2Aˆk(ω)]
× [f(ω)f¯(ω + Ω)− f¯(ω)f(ω + Ω)]. (S23)
Here Aˆk(ω) ≡ − 12pi Im[GˆRk (ω)− GˆAk (ω)], which is the sin-
gle particle spectrum, and R and A indicate the retarded
and advanced parts. The first term corresponds to ab-
sorption and the second term to emission. In the present
study, due to ~Ωβ  1 we can neglect the emission term.
In addition, in the strong coupling regime, the support
of Ak(ω) turns out to be almost the same as Aloc(ω),
so that it is enough to consider Aloc to check whether
absorption is possible.
II. OFF-RESONANT DRIVING
In this part, we choose Jx = 1, Jy = Jz = 0.2 and
U = 3.75, which correspond to 200 Hz, 40 Hz and 750 Hz,
respectively. We use a temperature of β = 0.83, which
is estimated by the experiment in a preparation lat-
tice (IV I). In addition to the initial lattice configuration
stated above, D is also measured for a static reference
lattice with a reduced tunneling Jx = 0.4 (corresponds
to 80 Hz) in the experiment. Since the interaction is the
same for both configurations, U/W increases from 1.1
for Jx = 1 to 1.6 for Jx = 0.4. With the larger value
of U/W , the temperature estimation at equal entropy is
more difficult, hence, direct evaluation of the reference
value from DMFT becomes also difficult. Thus, the best
estimation for D in local equilibrium is provided by an
adiabatic ramp from Jx = 1 to Jx = 0.4. We use a ramp
time of 5 ms where saturation at D = 0.043 is reached
(see Fig. 2).
In the lowest order 1/Ω-expansion, the effective static
Hamiltonian (after the ramp) is obtained by neglecting
the oscillating terms in Eq. (S6), where the hopping
parameter of particles along the x direction is renor-
malized by J0(K0). The bandwidth of the free parti-
cle system is thus reduced from W = 2J|| + 4J⊥ to
W ′ = 2J0(K0)J|| + 4J⊥. The neglected terms can be
regarded as additional excitation terms of this effective
static Hamiltonian.
In the experiment, the external field is introduced
with finite ramp times, Eq. (S5). If the ramp speed is
slow enough, it is expected that the dynamics can still
be described by an effective Hamiltonian with a time-
dependent hopping in the x direction but without time-
periodic excitation,
− J||J0(K0)
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ
→ −J||J0(K0 · Framp(t; tramp))
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ. (S24)
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FIG. S3. Time evolution of the double occupation 2nd(t)
for different excitation protocols and ramp times. Solid lines
correspond to the time-periodic excitations with specified fre-
quencies, while the dashed lines correspond to the modula-
tions of the hopping parameter (see the text). Here, β = 0.83,
K0 = 1.43 and n = 1.0. P1 and P2 stands for protocol 1 and
protocol 2.
We call this the “protocol 1” excitation. On the other
hand, in the experiments, a linear ramp of the hopping
parameter in the x direction is implemented:
− J||J0(K0)
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ (S25)
→ −J||(1 + (J0(K0)− 1) · Framp(t; tramp))
∑
〈i,j〉x,σ
cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ.
We call this the “protocol 2” excitation. In the following,
we compare the results of the periodic excitation and
these two excitation protocols.
A. Real time propagation
In this section, we present the time-evolution of the
double occupation (2nd(t)) simulated by DMFT with a
fixed density. In Fig. S3, we show the results for different
excitation protocols and ramp times at half-filling. For all
ramp times studied here, the results of Ω/(2pi) = 3000 Hz
and Ω/(2pi) = 5000 Hz almost match those of the hop-
ping modulation protocol 1, with Ω/(2pi) = 5000 Hz
showing a better agreement, as expected. In particular,
it is interesting to point out that the description based
on the static Floquet Hamiltonian, time-dependent ef-
fective hopping parameter is meaningful even when the
amplitude of the excitation is modulated rather quickly
compared to the excitation frequency. For example, for
tramp = 1.0 ms, there are only three oscillations for
Ω/(2pi) = 3000 Hz and five oscillations for 5000 Hz dur-
ing the ramp of the field strength. Nevertheless, the dy-
namics predicted by the Floquet Hamiltonian reproduces
the full dynamics rather well. The results of the hop-
ping modulation protocol 2 show a somewhat different
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FIG. S4. (a) Local single-particle spectral function (A(ω),
black curve) and its occupation (N(ω), black dashed curve) at
β = 0.83 in equilibrium at half-filling. The unoccupied parts
N¯ of the spectral function shifted by 1500 Hz and 3000 Hz
are also shown to illustrate possible absorption processes in
the driven state (dash-dotted lines). (b) Local single-particle
spectral function measured at t = 23.9 ms for K0 = 1.43,
tramp = 2 ms, n = 1 and different excitation frequencies Ω.
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dynamics during the ramp, but the values of the double
occupation reached at the end of ramp and the dynamics
after the ramp are very similar to the results obtained
using the protocol 1. This tendency is particularly clear
as we increase the ramp time.
Now we reduce the excitation frequency down to
1500 Hz, which is just above the naively expected band-
width (U + W )/h = 1470 Hz and that of the Floquet
Hamiltonian after the ramp (U + W ′)/h = 1230 Hz.
We clearly see large deviations from the prediction of
the Floquet Hamiltonian, and in particular a double
occupation which continuously increases. There are
several points to note here. Firstly, around this fre-
quency range the nonequilibrium dynamics strongly de-
pends on the excitation frequency, compare the results for
1500, 1600, 1700 Hz. Secondly, the production of double
occupations is particularly pronounced during the ramp,
while after the ramp the increase becomes more mod-
erate. Thirdly, the shorter the ramp time, the larger
the increase of the double occupation during the ramp.
The last point manifests itself as a larger value of 2nd
averaged over one period after the ramp in the experi-
ment. The first and second points can be related to the
local spectral function, and we come back to this point
in the next section. The third observation is explained
by the fact that for the shorter ramp, the field includes
higher frequency components than Ω during the ramp,
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which can lead to efficient absorption of energy from the
field. We also note that the results away from half-filling
(n = 0.6) show the same qualitative behavior, including
the same characteristic time scales.
B. Analysis of the single-particle spectrum
Here, we discuss the properties of the single-particle
spectrum of the many-body state, which is difficult to
access experimentally. In Fig. S4(a), we show the DMFT
result for the local spectrum (Aloc(ω)) and its occupation
in equilibrium at half filling (black curves). Compared
to the naive expectation that the total bandwidth is just
U +W , it is larger because of correlation-induced broad-
ening. In the figure, we also show the spectral functions
shifted by 1500 Hz and 3000 Hz. As explained above, the
overlap between the shifted unoccupied part of the spec-
trum and the occupation can be roughly connected to
the efficiency of the absorption under a weak excitation
with frequency corresponding to the shift. For 1500 Hz,
there is a non-negligible overlap because of the broad-
ened spectral function, while for 3000 Hz there is almost
no overlap. These results are consistent with the doublon
dynamics observed in the previous section. In particular,
when the excitation frequency is comparable to the width
of the spectrum, a small change of the frequency substan-
tially changes the overlap area, which leads to a sensitive
dependence of the dynamics on the excitation frequency.
Moreover, when the excitation amplitude becomes
stronger, the bandwidth of the upper and lower bands
is reduced, which leads to a reduction of the total band-
width and hence the strength of the absorption. To il-
lustrate this effect, we plot in Fig. S4(b) the local spec-
tral function A(ω; t), measured after completion of the
ramp, which indeed exhibits a substantial reduction of
the bandwidth. This can explain the more moderate in-
crease of the double occupation after the ramp.
III. NEAR-RESONANT DRIVING
Here we consider the case where U ≈ ~Ω. In this case,
we can introduce the effective static Hamiltonian Eq. (3)
in the rotating frame [20]. In this section, we choose
Jx = 1, Jy = Jz = 0.5 and U = 17.5, which correspond
to 200 Hz, 100 Hz and 3500 Hz, respectively. We use
a temperature of β = 0.30, which is estimated by the
experiment (IV I).
A. Quench dynamics: Doublon creation ratio
Before we show the time evolution under the excitation
with finite ramp time, we analyze the dynamics after an
AC quench for U = ~Ω, i.e. tramp = 0. In this case, the
effective Hamiltonian (in the rotating frame) exhibits no
FIG. S5. (a)(b) Time evolution of the double occupation
2nd(t) after the AC quench with different field strengths.
(c)(d) Doublon creation rates estimated from the slopes of
the linear fits for the indicated time intervals and for different
field strengths. We also show lines proportional to J1(K0)2
and J1(K0)1.5. Panel (a)(c) is for n = 1.0 and panel (b)(d)
is for n = 0.6. Here, U/h = Ω/(2pi) = 3500 Hz and β = 0.30.
time dependence, and it implies that the hopping pa-
rameter relevant for the doublon-holon creation is pro-
portional to J1(K0). One can reach the same conclusion
from Eq. (S6) by regarding the n = ±1 terms as per-
turbations and neglecting higher harmonic terms. Since
J1(K0) exhibits a maximum around K0 ' 1.85, the dou-
blon creation rate should exhibit a maximum around this
value. Indeed, we can see this in the DMFT analysis for
different fillings, see Fig. S5(a)(b). The fastest increase of
the doublon number is observed for K0 = 1.9 regardless
of the density. Initially, the increase shows a super-linear
(quadratic) behavior for all cases considered here. This
behavior can be understood by considering the time evo-
lution from the state cˆ†1,↑cˆ
†
2,↓|vac〉 in a dimer system. The
time evolution in this system results in an increase of the
doubly occupied states ∝ sin2(2JxJ1(K0)t/~).
We also extracted the doublon creation rate by linear
fitting, nd(t) = t/τcr +a. In Fig. S5(c)(d), we show 1/τcr
extracted using two different fitting ranges. One can see
that at the very early stage, 1/τcr scales as J 21 (K0), as is
expected from the Femi golden rule. On the other hand,
1/τcr deviates from J 21 (K0) and better matches J 1.51 (K0)
at later times.
B. Real-time propagation
Now we move on to the results for the finite ramp time,
which are relevant for the comparison to the experiments.
In Fig. S6, we show the time evolution of the double
occupation 2nd(t) for different field strengths and ramp
times at half filling. When tramp is small, one can see the
fastest increase at K0 = 1.9 as in the quench case, see
tramp = 0.5 ms. As the ramp time increases, K0 = 2.4
starts to show a faster increase. This is because for larger
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FIG. S6. Time evolution of the double occupation 2nd(t)
for different field strengths and ramp times. Here, U/h =
Ω/(2pi) = 3500 Hz, β = 0.30 and n = 1.0.
K0 the system experiences a “decent field strength” for a
longer period of time during the ramp. In practice, K0 ∈
[1.4, 2.4] results in a fast increase of similar magnitude.
If we compare the ramp of the field up to K0 = 1.9
to the ramp up to K0 = 2.4 for the same ramp time,
the latter includes a longer time period where K0 is in
[1.4, 2.4]. The results for the doped system (n = 0.6)
show the qualitatively same behavior, including the same
characteristic time scales.
In Fig. S7, we show the effects of detuning around
U ' ~Ω. The fastest increase of the double occupation
can be observed at U = ~Ω. At half-filling, the sign of
the detuning U − ~Ω has some influence on the doublon
production, but the difference between the U − ~Ω > 0
and U − ~Ω < 0 regimes is not so large. We point out
that a similar dependence of the doublon creation was
observed near the other resonant condition U ' 2~Ω in
[68], where the difference between the two regimes was
shown to becomes negligible as U increases. On the other
hand, away from half-filling, the asymmetry between the
positive and negative detuning results becomes promi-
nent, while the difference between U/h = 3000 Hz and
U/h = 3500 Hz becomes less prominent, which can be ex-
plained by analyzing the properties of the spectral func-
tions, as discussed in the next section. We also note that
the difference between positive and negative detuning be-
comes more prominent for lower temperatures.
In Fig. S8, we show the time evolution of the double
occupation for different excitation protocols to check the
adiabaticity. Figure S8(a) depicts the evolution under
the simple protocol used in the main text. One can see
that the final value of the double occupation is almost
independent of the ramp-down time. On the other hand,
under the sophisticated protocol (panel (c)(d)), where
the driving is ramped up away from resonance and the
interaction is subsequently ramped into resonance (and
vice versa for the ramp down), one can clearly see a re-
duction of the final value of the double occupation as the
ramp-down time of the interaction is increased. These
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FIG. S7. Time evolution of the double occupation 2nd(t)
for different U around Ω/(2pi) = 3500 Hz. Here, we choose
tramp = 6.0 ms, K0 = 1.43, and β = 0.30.
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FIG. S8. Time evolution for different adiabatic protocols
at half-filling. (a) Double occupation 2nd(t) for the simple
adiabatic protocols with different ramp-down times (tramp),
whose field strength and interaction strength are shown in
panel (b). (c) Double occupation 2nd(t) for the sophisticated
protocols with different ramp-down times (tramp), whose field
strength and time-dependent interaction strength are shown
in panel (d). Here, we choose K0 = 1.43, and β = 0.30.
results are consistent with the experimental observation,
where the sophisticated method shows a rather promi-
nent reduction of the double occupation with increasing
ramp-down time, see Fig. S11.
C. Analysis of the single-particle spectrum
In Fig. S9, we show the local single-particle spectral
functions and corresponding occupations for different fill-
ings at U/h = 3500 Hz. At half filling, one can ob-
serve clear Hubbard bands, whose centers are located
near ω = ± U2~ and the bandwidth of each band is essen-
tially W . We note that the band edges become sharper
as temperature is decreased.
Away from half-filling, with finite hole doping, the po-
sition of the lower band is located around ω = 0 and the
lower part of the lower Hubbard band is occupied. Still
the distance between the bands is almost U and their
bandwidth is similar. The weight of the upper band is
decreased from 12 , while that of the lower band is in-
creased from 12 . This is because the weight of the upper
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FIG. S9. Local single-particle spectral function (A(ω)) and
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band, roughly speaking, reflects the probability of pro-
ducing a doublon by adding a particle to the system.
This probability is reduced if the system is hole doped.
Now we show that the effect of detuning mentioned
above can be well understood by considering the struc-
ture of the spectral functions and occupations. As can
be seen in Eq. (S23), the absorption ratio is associated
with tr[σˆ2Aˆk(ω + Ω)σˆ2Aˆk(ω)]. In the present case, we
numerically confirmed that the contribution from the
off-diagonal component of Aˆ is much smaller than that
from the diagonal terms. Therefore, one can focus on
Ak,AA(ω) = Ak,BB(ω). These spectral functions consist
of two bands, which are separated by U and have al-
most the same bandwidth as in Aloc(ω). In particular,
at half-filling, the shapes of the upper band and the lower
band in Ak(ω) (and hence in Aloc(ω)) turn out to be al-
most identical. Because of this, at half-filling, the lower
band (occupied band) and the upper band (unoccupied
band) overlap almost perfectly when they are shifted by
~Ω = U and this frequency shows the largest value of
|Imχxx(Ω)|. Positive and negative detuning can reduce
the overlap. However, because of the similar shapes of
the upper and lower bands, the overlap is similar and
the value of Imχxx(Ω) also becomes similar for positive
and negative detuning. In the hole-doped case, the lower
part of the lower band is occupied, and these states can
be excited to the lower part of the upper band when
~Ω = U . For negative detuning ~Ω > U , there exist
final states in the upper band. On the other hand, for
positive detuning, the number of accessible final states
is reduced because the occupation shifted by Ω may be
located within the gap.
We can directly demonstrate the above point using the
local spectrum as a representative of Ak. In Fig. S10
(a), we show the overlap between the occupation and
the unoccupied states shifted by ~Ω for different U at
half filling. One can see that the overlap is maximal at
U = ~Ω, and that for U/h = 3000 Hz and U/h = 4000 Hz
it is almost the same. Away from half-filling, one can
identify clear differences in these overlaps between U/h =
3000 Hz and U/h = 4000 Hz. This originates from the
larger occupation in the lower part of the lower band
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FIG. S10. Local single-particle spectral function (Aloc(ω)),
its occupation (N(ω), dashed lines) and the spectral func-
tions shifted by indicated frequencies (dash-dotted lines) at
β = 0.30 in equilibrium. Panel (a) is for n = 1.0 and panel
(b) is for n = 0.6. The overlap between the occupation and
the shifted spectrum for the unoccupied states roughly shows
the efficiency of absorption under the excitation with the cor-
responding frequency.
and the distance of the bands being almost U . These
observations naturally explain the effects of detuning on
the speed of the doublon creation observed in Fig. S7.
IV. EXPERIMENT
A. General preparation
We start with a gas of 40K fermions in the mF =
−9/2,−5/2 sublevels of the F = 9/2 manifold confined
in a harmonic optical dipole trap. The mixture is evapo-
ratively cooled down to a spin-balanced Fermi degenerate
gas of 35(3)×103 atoms at a temperature T/TF = 0.14(2)
(TF is the Fermi temperature). Feshbach resonances
(around 202.1 G and 224.2 G) allow us to tune the
interactions from weakly to strongly repulsive using a
−9/2,−7/2 or a −9/2,−5/2 mixture, respectively. The
latter is prepared with a Landau-Zener transfer across
the −7/2→ −5/2 spin resonance.
Four retro-reflected laser beams of wavelength λ =
1064 nm are used to create the optical lattice potential
V (x, y, z) = −VX cos2(kx+ θ/2)− VX cos2(kx)
−VY˜ cos2(ky)− VZ cos2(kz)
−2α
√
VXVZ cos(kx) cos(kz) cosϕ,(S26)
where k = 2pi/λ and x, y, z are the laboratory frame axes.
The lattice depths VX,X,Y˜ ,Z (in units of the recoil energy
ER = h
2/2mλ2, h is the Planck constant and m the
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mass of the atoms) are independently calibrated using
amplitude modulation on a 87Rb Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC). The visibility α = 0.99(1) is calibrated using
the same technique but in an interfering lattice configu-
ration with VX , VZ 6= 0. The phases θ and ϕ are set
to 1.000(2)pi and 0.00(3)pi, respectively and determine
the lattice geometry. The experimental Hubbard param-
eters J and U are numerically calculated from the lat-
tice potential’s Wannier functions computed with band-
projected position operators [69]. The bandwidth W is
defined as W = 2(Jx + 2(Jy + Jz)) for the single band
tight-binding model. We note that the tunneling param-
eters J‖, J⊥ introduced in the theoretical studies are re-
lated to the ones presented here for the experiments by
J‖ = Jx and J⊥ = Jy = Jz. The estimated values for
the Hubbard parameters used in the experiments, namely
tunnelings Jx,y,z, bandwidth W and on-site interaction
U , are given in Tables I to IV for the different driving
protocols used in the experiment, which were also used
for the theoretical simulations.
B. Periodic driving
The driving protocols are carried out with a piezoelec-
tric actuator that periodically modulates in time the po-
sition of the X retro-mirror at a frequency Ω/(2pi) and
amplitude A. As a result, the retro-reflected X and X
laser beams acquire a time-dependent phase shift with
respect to the incoming beams and the lattice potential
is V (x − A cos(Ωt), y, z). The normalized amplitude is
given by K0 = mAΩdx/~, with dx the inter-site distance
along the x axis (~ = h/2pi). Values of K0 are given in
tables I to IV for all the driving protocols presented in
this work. These include a factor of dx corresponding to
the distance between Wannier functions located on the
left and right sites of a lattice bond for the corresponding
lattice geometry.
In addition, the phases of the incoming X and Z lattice
beams are modulated at frequency Ω/(2pi) using acousto-
optical modulators to stabilize the phase ϕ = 0.00(3)pi.
This compensation is not perfect and leads to a residual
amplitude modulation of the lattice beams. Also, the
phase and amplitude of the mirror displacement driven
by the piezoelectric actuator is calibrated by measuring
the amplitude of the phase modulation without any com-
pensation.
C. Detection methods
The detection of double occupancies starts with freez-
ing the dynamics by ramping up the lattice depths to
VX,X,Y˜ ,Z = [30, 0, 40, 30] ER within 100 µs. Freez-
ing the lattice at different modulation times within one
driving period allows us to average over the micromo-
tion for each measurement protocol. Later, we linearly
ramp off the periodic driving within 10 ms. Then, a
(radio-frequency) Landau-Zener transition tuned to an
interaction-dependent spin resonance selectively flips the
mF = −7/2 atoms on doubly occupied sites to the ini-
tially unpopulatedmF = −5/2 spin state (ormF = −5/2
is flipped into the mF = −7/2 state when we start with a
−9/2,−5/2 mixture). Subsequently, we perform a Stern-
Gerlach type measurement after switching off all con-
fining potentials to separate the individual spin states.
After 8 ms of ballistic expansion the −9/2,−7/2,−5/2
spin components are spatially resolved in an absorption
image. For each spin component its spatial density dis-
tribution is fitted with a Gaussian profile to estimate the
fraction of atoms on each spin state determining the frac-
tion of double occupancies D.
D. Off-resonant modulation
Once the degenerate Fermi gas is prepared the opti-
cal lattice is loaded by ramping up the lattice beams
within 200 ms to an anisotropic configuration Jx,y,z˜/h =
[487, 102, 83] Hz (see table V). From this intermedi-
ate loading configuration we then ramp within 10 ms
to a hexagonal configuration with reduced tunnelings
Jx,y,z/h = [191(31), 41(3), 40(3)] Hz (see table I). The
chosen values for the tunneling enables us to resolve dy-
namics on the order of the driving period. We leave the
harmonic trapping potential and the anisotropy constant
during the second loading process such that we get a lo-
cally equilibrated state. During this loading the inter-
actions in a mF = −9/2,−7/2 mixture are also set, see
starting lattice in Table I. In this configuration the sys-
tem is prepared at U/h = 753(26) Hz and W/h = 707(65)
Hz, right in the crossover regime from a metal to a Mott
insulator. Then, the off-resonant driving protocol starts
by ramping up K0 from 0 to 1.70(2) within a variable
amount of time tramp. The modulation is held very
shortly (100 µs) before the detection of D starts. At
ramp times below 100 µs (shaded area in Fig. 2) resid-
ual dynamics during the detection process and the fi-
nite bandwidth of the piezoelectric actuator influence the
measured value of D. The level of D is compared to the
one of an undriven (static counterpart) protocol. This
static protocol consists in ramping down (up) the VX
(VZ) lattice depth (final lattice configuration), which re-
sults in a ramp of Jx/h from 193(34) Hz to 81(13) Hz.
We note that this tunneling ramp does not exactly follow
the 0th-order Bessel function tunneling renormalization
Jeff[tramp] ∼ J0 (K0[tramp]) expected in the driven pro-
tocol. Further theoretical studies presented above [59]
show that the differences in the dynamics are negligible
between these two protocols. Two reference levels for D
are additionally measured when we simply load the atoms
in a static lattice of either Jx/h = 193(34) Hz (starting
lattice) or Jx/h = 81(13) Hz (final lattice).
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Off-resonant modulation
parameter starting lattice final lattice
Driven system
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 191(31), 41(3), 40(3) -
W/h (Hz) 707(65) -
Jeffx,y,z/h (Hz) - 76(13), 41(3), 40(3)
W eff/h (Hz) - 478(32)
U/h (Hz) 753(26)
K0 1.70(2)
Undriven system
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 193(34), 41(3), 39(4) 81(13), 41(3), 39(4)
W/h (Hz) 708(71) 481(33)
U/h (Hz) 752(27)
K0 -
TABLE I. Experimental parameters for the off-resonant mod-
ulation protocols in the driven and undriven cases. Errors
in (Jx,y,z, W ) and K0 account for the uncertainty of the
measured lattice depths VX,X,Y˜ ,Z and uncertainty in the esti-
mated lattice bond distance dx, respectively. The error in U
additionally includes the uncertainty on the measured mag-
netic field and Feshbach resonance calibration. Jeffx,y,z (and so
W eff) are computed from the relation Jeff = JJ0(K0).
E. Adiabaticity in off-resonant modulation
We additionally perform tests on the adiabaticity to
revert the suppression of D in the off-resonant protocols,
shown in Fig. S11. Here, the system is prepared in a
driven lattice (Ω/(2pi) = 7.25 kHz) where we use a 10
ms ramp up of K0 to a final value of 1.68(2). From this
starting lattice configuration with U/h = 752(26) Hz and
Jeffx,y,z/h = [85(15), 42(4), 38(4)] Hz (see Table II) we hold
100 µs before K0 is ramped down to 0 within a variable
amount of time tramp reaching the final lattice config-
uration where Jx/h = 208(37) Hz. The detected level
of D is compared to an undriven protocol that ramps
the lattice depths VX and VZ to emulate the tunnel-
ing renormalization in the driven protocl. This changes
Jx,y,z/h = [81(12), 42(3), 39(3)] Hz in the starting lat-
tice to Jx/h = 193(32) Hz in the final lattice configura-
tion. We observe that D reaches comparable values in
the driven and undriven systems and we don’t see a clear
change versus ramp time. Reference levels of D were also
measured when the system is prepared in a static lattice
with Jx/h = 79(12) Hz or Jx/h = 208(34) Hz. For each
of these measurements the level of D is detected [10 ms
+ 100 µs] or [10 ms + 100 µs + 10 ms] after the lattice
loading is done. These waiting times simulate the time
that it takes to ramp up (10 ms), hold (100 µs) and ramp
down (10 ms) K0 in the driving protocols. We attribute
the remaining dynamics to the adiabatically imperfect
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FIG. S11. Adiabaticity in off-resonant modulation. In the
driven system with Ω/(2pi) = 7.25 kHz (purple squares) K0 is
ramped up in 10 ms, held for 100 µs and then ramped down
within a time tramp. In the undriven system (red diamonds)
the lattice depths are directly ramped within the same time as
for the driven case. Reference levels of D with tramp = 0 s are
shown (arrows). For comparison, the level of D in the static
systems with Jx/h = 79(12) Hz (yellow circle) and Jx/h =
208(34) (green circle) is shown when the waiting times are [10
ms + 100 µs] (arrows) or [10 ms + 100 µs + 10 ms] (circles).
Data points are the mean and standard error of 5 individual
runs (including an average over one driving period (2pi)/Ω in
the data versus time).
Adiabaticity in off-resonant modulation
parameter starting lattice final lattice
Driven system
Jeffx,y,z/h (Hz) 85(15), 42(4), 38(4) -
W/h (Hz) 491(36) -
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) - 208(37), 42(4), 38(4)
W eff/h (Hz) - 737(76)
U/h (Hz) 752(26)
K0 1.68(2)
Undriven system
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 81(12), 42(3), 39(3) 193(32), 42(3), 39(3)
W/h (Hz) 485(33) 711(71)
U/h (Hz) 750(27)
K0 -
TABLE II. Experimental parameters for the adiabaticity in
off-resonant modulation protocols of the driven and undriven
cases. Note that the parameters for the starting lattice (final
lattice) configuration are the ones of the final lattice (starting
lattice) configuration of Table I, because for the adiabaticity
protocols we explore the ramping down of K0. Each param-
eter value and error was computed as described in Table I.
preparation.
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Near-resonant modulation
parameter value(s)
D versus K0 protocol
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 209(38), 100(7), 98(7)
W/h (Hz) 1210(85)
U/h (kHz) 3.5(1)
K0 0, 0.40(1), 0.90(1), 1.43(2), 1.90(2), 2.40(3)
D versus U protocol
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 195(35), 100(7), 102(8)
W/h (Hz) 1198(81)
U/h (Hz) 2.5(1), 3.0(1), 3.5(1), 4.0(1), 4.5(1)
K0 1.44(2)
TABLE III. Experimental parameters for the near-resonant
modulation protocols to measure D versus either K0 or Ueff.
The parameter values and errors were computed as described
in Table I.
F. Near-resonant modulation
In the near-resonant driving protocols used to study
the creation of D versus K0 and U we load the cloud
in 200 ms in an anisotropic lattice with Jx,y,z˜/h =
[202, 100, 67] Hz. We further ramp in 10 ms to
our starting hexagonal lattice configuration Jx,y,z/h =
[209(38), 100(7), 98(7)] Hz. In contrast to the off-
resonant case we don’t need to scale down the energy
scales which results in a better preparation with respect
to thermalization of the initial state. To reach strong re-
pulsive interactions we use a mF = −9/2,−5/2 mixture
with its Feshbach resonance situated at 224.2 G. In par-
ticular we use U/h = 3.5(1) kHz to prepare the system in
a deep Mott insulating state. The driving amplitude K0
is then ramped up during a varying time and the modula-
tion is held for 100 µs at constant K0 before the detection
of D starts. Here Ω/(2pi) = 3.5 kHz in all protocols. Mea-
surements with different K0 are taken with fixed static
Hubbard parameters, see Table III. Measurements with
different U are taken with fixed K0 = 1.44(2).
G. Adiabaticity in near-resonant modulation
For the near-resonant driving protocols (Ω/(2pi) =
3.5 kHz) the adiabaticity to revert the creation of D is
tested in two different measurement setups. In a first
set of measurements the ramp up time of K0 is fixed
to 10 ms, the driving is held for another 100 µs at con-
stant K0 = 1.44(2), and then K0 is ramped down to 0.
This is done for a varying K0 ramp down time tramp, and
the measurement is repeated at different interactions, see
Table IV. Reference levels of D are taken right after the
ramp up of K0, i.e. before the ramp down, to compare
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FIG. S12. Adiabaticity in near-resonant modulation for
different ramp protocols. In a lattice with Jx,y,z/h =
[200(50), 99(9), 99(11)] Hz and U/h = 3.5(1) kHz the mod-
ulation (Ω/(2pi) = 3.5 kHz, K0 = 1.44(3)) is ramped in
10 ms. We hold another 100 µs before D is measured for
different ramp down times. We compare a two-step ramp-
ing scheme (empty circles) with a single-step ramping scheme
(squares) which was shown already in Fig. 4. In the two-
step protocol the modulation is ramped up and down first at
Uload/h = 5.0(1) kHz away from resonance followed by a ramp
of the interaction to Ufinal/h = 3.5 kHz and back respectively.
Reference levels of D before ramping back are shown (arrows)
as well as in the undriven lattice (solid line). Data points are
the mean and standard error of 5 individual runs.
the amount of D that is adiabatically reverted.
In a second set of measurements a two-step ramp pro-
tocol is performed (Fig. S12), in the same way as it was
done in [50]. Here we prepare the system at interaction
Uload/h = 5.0(1) kHz and then switch on the drive by
ramping up K0 from 0 to 1.43(2) within 10 ms. After-
wards, while driving, we ramp down the interaction to
Ufinal/h = 3.5(1) kHz in another 10 ms. Then, the inter-
action is ramped back to Uload within a variable amount
of time tramp. Finally, K0 is ramped down to 0 within
another 10 ms before the detection of D starts. In addi-
tion, a reference level of D is taken right after the ramp
down of the interaction from Ufinal to Uload to compare
the amount of D that is adiabatically reverted with this
protocol. In direct comparison to the single ramp proto-
col it can be seen that D decreases by around 10%. This
relative decrease is very similar to the one seen in the
theory data which was only taken for half filling.
H. Long-term dynamics in near-resonant
modulation
We now comment on the experimental data for long-
term dynamics tramp ≥ 10 ms in the case of near-resonant
driving, see Fig. 3. For the results with U ≈ ~Ω and
non-zero K0 a decrease of double occupancy D is ob-
served and no theoretical simulation comparison is pro-
vided in these cases. The underlying harmonic confine-
ment can be described by a mean trapping frequency of
ω/(2pi) = 86 Hz (see Table V) which gives us an esti-
mation on the timescale ttrap ' 10 ms above which trap
induced dynamics can occur. Energy absorption from
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parameter value(s)
ramp up K0 protocol
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 190(34), 100(7), 100(7)
W/h (Hz) 1178(79)
U/h (Hz) 3521(65), 4026(77), 4531(90)
K0 1.44(2)
ramp up U and K0 protocol
Jx,y,z/h (Hz) 211(38), 97(6), 97(8)
W/h (Hz) 1201(86)
Uload/h (Hz) 5032(106)
Ufinal/h (Hz) 3518(61)
K0 1.43(2)
TABLE IV. Experimental parameters for the near-resonant
modulation protocols to measure D versus either K0 or Ueff.
Each parameter value and error were computed as described
in Table I.
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FIG. S13. Illustrations of different lattice configurations. In
the actual experiment, a hexagonal lattice configuration is
used (left). To estimate the entropy and density profile in
the harmonic trap, a high-temperature series calculation is
performed for an anisotropic cubic lattice (right). To match
the bandwidths of the two configurations, we use J˜z = (2Jz +
Jw)/3.
the drive can also lead to excitation of atoms to higher
bands and shows up as unwanted heating in the lowest
band models. An experimental indication of this heating
is atom loss detected because atoms in higher bands can
escape the trapped system. We only detect a significant
atom loss on the order of 15% at the last point for 300 ms
ramp time. On the same very long timescale for this ex-
periment we also expect technical heating arising mainly
from fluctuations in the lattice depth.
I. Density profiles
In the experiment, the atoms are confined in a har-
monic trapping potential. As a consequence, the density
profile is inhomogeneous and all observables are averaged
over the trap. In order to capture this in the numerical
calculation, we determine the density profiles for our ex-
perimental parameters.
The main difficulty from an experimental point of view
is to estimate the entropy of the atoms in the system.
In order to determine it, we take additional reference
measurements for two lattice configurations which are
similar to the ones used in the off- and near-resonant
driving regimes. For these systems, we measure three
different observables:
• The double occupancy D = 2 〈nˆi↑nˆi↓〉
• The transverse spin-spin correlator be-
tween neighboring sites in the x direction
C = −〈Sˆxi Sˆxi+1〉−〈Sˆyi Sˆyi+1〉
• The nearest-neighbor correlator N = 〈nˆinˆi+1〉
(〈...〉 denotes at the same time the expectation value and
the trap average).
Afterwards, we run calculations based on a high-
temperature series expansion [70] and try to repro-
duce the measured quantities by adjusting the entropy
S as a free parameter. All other parameters (Hub-
bard parameters, atom number and trapping frequen-
cies) were derived from independent calibrations. The
high-temperature series code is assuming an anisotropic
cubic lattice geometry, which is very close to our hexag-
onal lattice configuration with the only difference that
tunneling is allowed across the hexagonal unit cell (see
Fig. S13). From this procedure, we obtain an estimate
of the entropy per particle of S/N = 2.2(4) kB and
S/N = 2.4(2) kB for the lattice configurations used in
the off- and near-resonant driving regimes, respectively.
We use this estimate of the entropies to calculate
self-consistently the temperature T and chemical po-
tential µ with the same high-temperature series expan-
sion. For this, we use the actual lattice configurations
Quantity Unit Off-resonant Near-resonant
Atom number N 103 35 35
Entropy S/N kB 2.2± 0.4 2.4± 0.2
Tunnelings
Hz 487,102,83 202,100,67
(Jx, Jy, J˜z)/h
Interaction U/h kHz 1.1 3.5
Trap frequencies
Hz 66,65,140 64,80,123
(ωx, ωy, ωz)/(2pi)
Temperature T Jx 1.21
+0.44
−0.36 3.31
+0.57
−0.51
Chem. potential µ Jx 1.42
−0.74
+0.48 3.87
−0.98
+0.80
TABLE V. Parameters used to calculate the density profiles
shown in Fig. S14. The entropy was estimated from reference
measurements in similar lattice configurations. The tight-
binding parameters and trap frequencies in the off-resonant
regime are calculated for the intermediate lattice configura-
tion, which sets the density profile. In the near-resonant
regime, the parameters are the ones from the final lattice
configuration (see Table III). In this case, the tight-binding
parameters and mean trapping frequencies of the intermedi-
ate lattice configuration are matched to the final lattice. The
upper and lower bounds on T and µ correspond to the maxi-
mum and minimum value of the entropy given above.
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FIG. S14. Density profiles used for the numerical calculations.
Cut through the density profiles starting from the center of
the harmonic trap in the x-, y and z directions for the off-
resonant (a, c, e) and near-resonant modulation regimes (b,
d, f). The lattice spacing is denoted as d. The profiles were
calculated with a high-temperature series expansion for the
parameters given in Table V. The shading reflects the uncer-
tainty of the density resulting from the error in temperature
and chemical potential. This uncertainty is captured by the
error bars shown for the numerical results in the figures of
the main text. Both in the experiment and the numerical
calculations the double occupancy is averaged over the inho-
mogeneous density profile of the cloud.
and trapping frequencies set in the experimental mea-
surements. The results are summarized in Table V. Fi-
nally, we use these parameters to calculate the density
profile in the trap using a local density approximation
n(r) ≡ n(µ−VTrap(r), T ) = n(µ−m/2
∑
ω2i x
2
i , T ), where
µ is the chemical potential in the center of the trap and
Ωi/(2pi) are the trapping frequencies in the xi-direction.
The corresponding profiles are shown in Fig. S14. All
numerical results shown in the main text are averages of
the double occupancy over these inhomogeneous densi-
ties, with the error bars representing the uncertainties in
the temperature and chemical potential.
